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BERNIER, the first European to enter Kashmir, writing in 1665, says: "In truth, 

the kingdom surpasses in beauty all that my warmest imagination had 

anticipated." This impression is not universally felt, for one of the very latest 

writers on Kashmir speaks of it as overrated, and calls the contour of the 

mountains commonplace and comparable to a second-rate Tyrolean valley. 

And fortunate it is that in this limited earth of ours every one of us do not 

think alike. But I have seen many visitors to Kashmir, and my experience is 

that the bulk of them are of the same view as the above-mentioned 

Frenchman. They have read in books, and they have heard horn friends 

glowing descriptions of the country; but the reality has, with most, exceeded 

the expectation. Some have found the expenses of living and the discomforts 

of travel greater than they had expected. And some have arrived when it was 

raining or cloudy, and the snows were not visible; or in the middle of summer 

when the valley is hazy, steamy, and filled with mosquitoes. But when the 

clouds have rolled by, the haze lifted, and a real Kashmir spring or autumn 

day disclosed itself, the heart of the hardest visitor melteth and he becomes as 

Bernier. 

*** 

…Then as we emerged into the open valley, the snow disappeared and the first 

faint signs of spring were visible. All the trees were indeed still bare. Neither 

on the massive chenar nor on the long lines of poplars which bordered the 

road continuously horn Baramula to Srinagar was there a vestige of a leaf; and 

all the grass was absolutely brown. But in the willows there was just the 

suspicion of yellow- green. The little leaf-buds were just preparing to burst. On 

the ground were frequent masses of yellow crocuses and familiar bluebells. 

Here and there were clumps of violets. Occasionally a tortoise-shell or 



cabbage-white butterfly would flutter by. Above all the glorious brilliant 

sunshine, the open clear blue sky, and the soft touch and gentle feel which at 

noonday replaced the crisp, frosty nip of the morning air gave certain promise 

of the approach of spring. 

Again, when at length Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir, was reached, and I 

was back in my much-loved garden, still other signs of spring's arrival were 

evident. Violets, pansies, wallflower's narcissus and crocuses, and daisies were 

out. A few green blades were showing through the brown grass. Rose leaf 

buds were bursting. In one garden nearby a few apricot blossoms had actually 

bloomed. And the whole garden was filled with the spring song of the birds 

lightly turning to thoughts of love--thrushes, mainas, sparrows, bluetits, 

hoopoes, starlings; bold, familiar crows, and, most delightful of them all, the 

charming little bulbuls with their coquettish topknots—the friendly little beings 

who come confidently in 'at the windows and perch on the curtain rails or 

chairs, and even on the table to peck sugar from the basin. 

*** 

…Day after day cloudlessly clear. The snowy ranges standing out sharp and 

distinct, the nearer mountains still covered with snow to within a thousand or 

two feet of the valley level--bottom glistening silvery-white with hoar host. 

Then towards noon a curious struggle between summer and winter. The aspect 

of the country outside the garden entirely winter-leafless trees and host 

withered grass; but in the still air the sun's rays, with daily increasing power, 

having all the warmth of an early summer day in England; and under the 

noonday sun the mountains fading in a dreamy haze. 

Then, all of a sudden, came one of those complete and rapid changes which so 

enhance the charm of Kashmir. Dark ominous-tops; here and there sweeping 

along their summits whirling snowstorms were driven along; the distant snows 

showed up with that steel-grey definition which in storm-ridden days replaces 

the dreamy indistinctness of more sunny times; now and then a glinting 



sunray breaking through the driving clouds would brighten up some solitary 

peak; and in the valley bottom periods of threatening stillness would alternate 

with gusty bursts of wind. 

*** 

 

…So on we went along the mountainside, and now through deep snow, for we 

were on a northward facing slope of an outlying spur-and all slopes which face 

northward are wooded, while southward facing slopes are bare. The 

explanation was evident. For on the latter slopes the sun's rays fell directly 

and almost at right angles, and in consequence fallen snow quickly disappears; 

while on the northern slopes the sun's rays only slant across the surface; the 

snow remains much longer; the moisture in the soil is retained; vegetation 

flourishes; trees grow up; they in their turn still further shade the snow, and 

with their roots retain the moisture. And so as a net result one side of a 

mountain is clothed in dense forest, and on the other there may not be a 

single tree. Thus it is that on the southern side of Kashmir, that is, on the 

northward-facing slopes of the Pir Panjal range, there is, as at Gulmarg, dense 

and continuous forest, while on the northern side of the valley, on the slope of 

the hill that consequently faces southward, there is no forest except on the 

slopes of those subsidiary spurs which face northward. 

 

*** 

 

…The heavens were clear and cloudless. The bluey black of the sky 

imperceptibly faded into grey. The mountain slowly turned from grey to brown 

as we steadily worked upward. The reposeful stillness which is the 

characteristic charm of the mountains was only broken by the cheerful chuckle 

of the chikor, or the occasional twitter of a bird calling to its mate. Then as we 

reached the summit of a ridge, and I looked out through the greys and 



browns, a sudden thrill ran through me as, all unexpectedly, my eye lit on the 

long flush of rosy pink which the yet unrisen sun had thrown upon the distant 

mountains, and which was the more pronounced and striking because their 

snowy background and their base was still the grey of night. Not often does 

one see a range of rosy mountains. And even now the effect lasted for a short 

time only. For rapidly a faint blue drowned the grey. The sky grew bluer and 

bluer. The valley became filled with light. But, alas! The rosy pink that had 

flushed the snowy summits faded imperceptibly away to barren whiteness. The 

whole long range of mountains showed themselves out with admirable 

clearness, but distinctly rooted in the unromantic brown of the valley.   

By seven we were at the summit of the mountain with the sun now shining full 

upon us, the air crisp and frosty-the very ideal of a young and vigorous day. 

We marched steadily along the ridge searching the hollows on either side for 

stag, but all we saw was a boar breaking the ice in a pool on the ridge to get a 

morning drink. At length we halted for refreshment and rest still on the 

summit of the ridge with the most beautiful valley on earth spread out in all its 

loveliness 3000 feet below, and the heavenly snowy range bounding the 

horizon horn end to end before us. Just faintly the sounds from some village 

below would be wafted to us through the clear still air. But otherwise we 

seemed serenely apart from the noisy turmoil of humanity; and bathed in the 

warm noonday sunlight I was able to drink in all the spirit of the loveliness 

around me.  

And there came upon me this thought, which doubtless has occurred to many 

others besides myself - why the scene should so influence me and yet make 

no impression on the men about me.  

*** 

…The whole panorama may be vibrating with beauties man has not yet the 

soul to see. Some already living, no doubt, see beauties that we ordinary men 

cannot appreciate. It is only a century ago that mountains were looked upon 



as hideous. And in the long centuries to come may we not develop a soul for 

beauties unthought of now? Undoubtedly we must. And often in reverie on the 

mountains I have tried to imagine what still further loveliness they may yet 

possess for men. 

… At the end of March I visited Harwan, a very favourite spot, once the abode 

of a famous Buddhist saint, and now best known as the site of the reservoir for 

the water supply of Srinagar and of the tanks for trout-breeding. Rain had 

fallen in the night, and heavy clouds hung overhead with only occasional 

glimpses of intensely clear blue sky between them. But spring was now clearly 

advancing. The great chenar trees, two and three centuries old, were still 

bare, but the willows were showing fresh young leaves; the apricot trees were 

covered with clouds of blossom, pink and white. The mountain sides were 

dotted with white wild cherry and pear and apple in full bloom; the ground was 

often white like snow with the fallen petals; the young hazelnut leaves gave 

freshness to the mountain side; and near at hand were violets, anemones, and 

cuckoo flowers. The air was rich with the scent of the fruit trees. Swarms of 

bees were humming around them; butterflies-tortoise-shell, clouded yellow, 

and cabbage white-fluttered in the sunshine; and the lively twittering of birds-

bulbuls, goldfinches, wagtails, and tits-gave yet one further evidence of the 

awakening spring. 

Each spot in Kashmir, one is inclined to think, is the most beautiful of all-

perhaps because each in some particular excels the rest. Certainly Harwan has 

many fascinations of its own. Rising sheer behind is a mountain crowned with 

dark precipices overhung by heavy clouds through which pierces the snowy 

summit. Clear crystal streams rush along the valley with a cheery rustling 

sound. In the middle distance lies the placid Dal Lake-on the far side 

overshadowed by the Hari Parbat fort. The main valley is interspersed with 

village clumps of fresh willow, clouds of fruit blossom, and majestic chenars. 

In the far distance lie the snowy ranges of the Pir Panjal, the Kaj Nag, and 



Khagan; and facing round again to the north rises the striking Mahadeo peak - 

rocky, bold and precipitous, and pine-clad to near the summit. 

 

*** 

 

When next I visited Harwan in the middle of May spring had given way to early 

summer. The mountain sides were dotted over with clumps of yellow barberry 

and wild pink roses; clematis was in bloom, and honeysuckle was trailing horn 

the trees. On the ground were large wild geraniums, the big 'purple iris, white 

dead nettle, yellow potentillas, strawberry blossom, tom-thumbs, clover, ferns, 

speedwell, and primulas. The rocks by the stream were often covered with ivy 

and overhung by sprays of pink roses. While on the mountain sides, on the 

northward-facing slopes, the wild apricot, cherry, and wych-hazel, and in the 

valley bottom willow, mulberry, and walnut were in full leaf. And among the 

birds were now golden orioles, wagtails (white and yellow), kingfishers, 

herons, water-robins, buntings, grey tits, wren warblers, paradise flycatchers, 

bulbuls, thrushes, redstarts, pigeons, doves, and shrikes. 

 


